+++ Green and Mean +++

Editorial

Hello,
Maybe a little late this time but when you move
further towards the Showcase section you will
see why. A picture of all 23 entries into the fleet
category of GothiComp 2009. I hope you’ll enjoy
them!
The submissions for the single ship category can
soon/already be seen at the hosting site.
More information about GothiComp you can
read on this very page.
Surrounding the Showcase this Warp Rift, issue
25, features another essay by Reg Steiner, this time
focussing on Orks. Reg has also written the rules
and a scenario for his Darkening Technology.
Very interesting I must say, On top of it all Reg
has also found some time to give his view on the
Eldar for his designed Simultaneous movement &
combat system.
Davide wrote some upgrade for the Imperial
Navy after seeing the Hunt for the Red October.
At the back of this issue we have another set of
markers by Rodrigo Barbera.
Within the Officer’s Mess chapter 10 of the long
running series A Tyranid War will come to
an end. In the future we will also be lured into
chapters 11 and 12.
To round it all we have an exclusive interview with
Maverick about his project: Battlefleet Gothic:
Chronicles.
enjoy,
Horizon

+++ Warp Rift Blog +++

Issue twentyFive – Content:

You can check out our blog at the following
location:
http://www.players.tacticalwargames.net/tikiview_blog.php?blogId=10

Encyclopedia Gothica
Orks! Terror of the Spacelanes
Naval Upgrades
BFG: Chronicles - interview
Darkening Technology
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Showcase
GothiComp 2009 - Fleets!
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Tactical Command
Simultanuous movement - Eldar
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Officer’s Mess
A Tyranid War Chapter 10 pt.2

17

The Forge
Ordnance markers pt.2
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+++ Warp Rift Forum +++
Check out the Warp Rift forum at:
http://www.tacticalwargames.net/forums/index.
cgi?act=SF;f=89

+++ GothiComp 2009 +++
The deadline for submissions has passed. We are
immensly pleased to see all the great entries this year.
The gallery for 2009 will soon/already be available at
the following page:
http://www.epic40k.co.uk/pics/gothic01.html
The voting heats will soon/already be available in the
following subforum:
http://www.tacticalwargames.net/forums/index.
cgi?act=SF;f=38
Remember: you must be a member of Tactical
Command to vote.
The voting for round one will end on august 31.
Horizon

The CLOSING PAGE
Vessel of the Imperial Navy
Jason Cullen
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